Synoptic Analysis of Epidemiologic Evidence of Glioma Risk from Mobile Phones
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Abstract
Concern about brain cancer risks from mobile phone use, in particular of glioma, is mainly based on epidemiologic studies reporting on an increased risk estimate (odds ratio, OR) in particular of long-term and/or heavy users. Concern is enhanced by contradictory results and alarming conclusions from some epidemiologic studies. In a new synoptic approach all reported data from epidemiological studies published since 2001 were analyzed. This approach provided new insight with regard to the suspected link between mobile phone use and glioma. Two quite different data pools could be identified with numerous studies from one single research group opposing all other national and international studies. It could be shown that in spite of puzzling differences of their data pattern, in dependence of the number of exposed cases both data pools exhibit the similar trend of ORs towards reduced glioma risk with increasing statistical power, finally even converging towards a reduced risk, although from either side of the zero-risk line. While in the pooled data a potential long-term risk could be masked by reassuring short-term data the synoptic analysis in dependence of dose surrogates such as cumulated use time, cumulated call time or cumulated number of calls the seemingly increased long-term risk of glioma could be identified as an effect from low statistical power. In spite of worrying differences among some epidemiological studies, overall, the synoptic analysis of the entire body of data supports reassuring rather than alarming conclusions on glioma risks from mobile phone use even in long-term and/or heavy users.
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1. Introduction
Based on epidemiologic studies mainly at mobile phone frequencies around 1 - 2 GHz the International Agency
for Research on Cancer (IARC) of the World Health Organization (WHO) has concluded there was “limited
evidence” that radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic fields (EMF) are carcinogenic to humans and classified
them as possibly carcinogenic to humans class 2B [1]. This challenges existing exposure limits for general pub-
lic’s health protection [2] [3] and further enhances existing public concern about brain cancer risk from mobile
phones.

In the RF range the situation regarding epidemiologic studies is characterized by two opposing positions.
Several studies from the Swedish group of Hardell et al. (SHG) report on consistent elevated risks of brain can-
cer [4]-[9] which opposes the numerous other studies, including the multinational Interphone study (IPS) with
13 countries participating [10], and all other national studies (ONS) including Sweden, which report on a lack of
carcinogenic evidence up to 10 years mobile phone use but conclude there is some uncertainty with regard to
specific cancers such as glioma at prolonged exposure [11]-[25]. This raised further concern and increased the
need for clarification.

In this study it is shown that conclusions on suspected long-term risks are possible by a synoptic view on the
existing body of evidence, because fortunately, it has become common practice that papers on epidemiologic
studies include tables with extensive numbers of detailed results in terms of risk estimates (odds ratios, OR)
which have been calculated for a large variety of different scenarios such as kind of tumor, tumor location, late-
rality, radiation source (e.g. mobile phone, wireless, DECT), region (e.g. urban or rural), magnitude of exposure
and dose metric (e.g. subscription time, use time, latency time, regular use, cumulated use time cumulated call
time, cumulated number of calls). However, interestingly, so far authors as well as reviewers including risk as-
sessment bodies draw their conclusions based on only one or few selected (usually worst-case) OR values per
study [1] [24] [25]. So far, little use has been made of the entire pool of available data.

Therefore, in a new approach of synoptic analysis of all ORs published so far, a puzzling fact could be identi-
fied. In contrast to the ELF range, where the ORs reported with childhood leukemia fitted well into one common
data pool [10], a quite different scenario was found in the RF range [11]: The synoptic analysis identified a
striking difference between reported results of mobile phone brain cancer studies of one particular research
group, namely the SHG group which exhibits an implausible pattern compared to all other data, namely of IPS
and ONS [13]-[25] which were consistent within themselves. This indicated major differences in SHG’s studies
with regard to methodology and/or data analysis. With the synoptic analysis it could be already shown that ORs
critically depend on the underlying number of exposed cases [10] [11]. Moreover, surprisingly, in spite of the
puzzling contradictions and the different data patterns, with increased number of exposed cases the data pools on
brain cancer of both groups, namely of SHG as well as of all other studies (IPS and ONS) headed towards the
same OR value—although from different sides of the zero-risk line. Even more, the ORs converged towards a
reduced risk (OR = 0.8) and, hence, were reassuring rather than alarming [11]. However, since this synoptic
analysis did not yet differentiate between various types of brain cancer, it could be argued that existing risks of
particular cancer types could have been masked by lacking risks of others. Therefore, this paper presents the re-

results of the analysis on a specific brain cancer type, namely on glioma, with particular emphasis on the sus-
pected long-term risk.

2. Method

In the new synoptic approach all reported ORs of available epidemiologic studies on mobile phone use and risk
of glioma published from 2001 until 2014 were pooled and analyzed. Studies were identified by a literature
search in the data bases Pubmed, FEMU and IEEE Xplore. The studies were included without further selection
such as with regard to size of a study or exposure metric. None of the available studies was rejected. Therefore,
the entire body of available data was analyzed without any further restrictions. In case ORs were given both un-
adjusted and adjusted for cofactors, the latter were used.

The synoptic analysis should allow getting an overview on the existing body of evidence, identifying potential
discrepancies and outliers, finding dependencies on parameters, if existent, and testing the null hypothesis. Con-
sequently, the pool of data was to investigate in particular with regard to:

1) the null hypothesis that there is no causal relationship between mobile phone use and glioma;
2) a potential dependence of ORs on the number of exposed cases \(N_{\text{exp}}\) used for OR calculation as surrogate
for the statistical power;
3) a potential dependence of ORs on the accumulated exposure (dose) in particular with regard to a potential
long-term glioma risk. Since studies report on different estimated dose metrics such as cumulated use time
(CUT), cumulated call time (CCT) and cumulated number of calls (CNC), analyses were made on each of them.

Usually, epidemiological studies use quite different cut-off points to classify the accumulated exposure (dose). For synoptic analysis this allowed generating various data points to quantitatively analyze a potential dose dependence rather than comparing “heavy users” (which are differently defined among the studies) with others. However, the dose response analysis does not account for the different statistical power of the various ORs. Therefore, in addition to time trend analyses, the data were also separated into different data pools, related to low and high dose, respectively, to account for the different statistical power and check whether ORs in dependence on \( N_{\text{exp}} \) converged, and if so, towards which endpoints.

### 3. Results

Overall, 16 epidemiologic studies on mobile phone use and glioma with 523 reported OR values could be analyzed. (Please note that due to overlap of similar OR values, not all data points can be identified in the presented figures.) Figure 1 presents an overview on the pooled data of all glioma studies of SHG as well as of ONS and IPS. It can be seen that ORs and their variance clearly depend on the number of exposed cases \( N_{\text{exp}} \) which was already encountered in the pooled brain cancer data [11]. Like the overall brain cancer data also glioma data of ONS and IPS exhibit the well-known funnel-shaped pattern with a wide variance extending to either side of the zero risk line \( OR = 1 \) at low \( N_{\text{exp}} \) comprising three orders of magnitudes from \( OR = 0.3 \) up to \( OR = 30 \). It can be seen that there are some outliers (related to results from [13]). With increasing \( N_{\text{exp}} \) the variance decreases and ORs become lower and lower, and finally converge towards \( OR = 0.8 \) which indicates a reduced risk.

In contrast to this and similar to brain cancer results SHG data considerably differ from all other data with regard to their variance and the data pattern. The overwhelming majority of ORs is larger than 1, hence ORs are at only one side of the zero risk line (\( OR = 1 \)) which is not plausible from a statistical point of view. Consequently, the majority is indicating an increased risk (Figure 1). However, it is interesting to note, that in spite of the puzzling pattern, with increasing \( N_{\text{exp}} \) also SHG data converge to the same endpoint as ONS and IPS namely towards reduced risk. However, with regard to the obvious methodological difference and bias, SHG data had to be excluded from the following analysis of a potential dose-response.

Since Figure 1 includes all glioma data irrespective the duration or intensity of mobile phone use, it does not yet allow concluding on any dose response. Therefore, this was analyzed in a second step based on different dose surrogates. Figure 2 shows the time trend of pooled ORs of IPS and ONS in dependence on the cumulated use years (CUY) as derived from questionnaires in terms of years of use or latency time until diagnosis. The quadratic regression curve across the time trend data remains mostly below the zero-risk line (\( OR = 1 \)) and only beyond 10 years approaches zero risk (\( OR = 1 \)). The quadratic regression coefficient amounts to 0.028. Therefore, in spite of the reassuring results up to 10 years it could be argued that the final slight increase towards \( OR = 1 \) could indicate a potential long-term effect. However, the time trend suffers from a major disadvantage, namely, that it gives the same weight to all ORs irrespective their statistical power (\( N_{\text{exp}} \)). To account for this, the entire OR data pool was separated into two dose-related sub-pools, one with CUY lower than 5 years and another with CUY larger or equal 10 years (Figure 3). Although the number of data points is lower, it can be clearly seen that both sub-pools exhibit a quite similar pattern. In both cases with increasing \( N_{\text{exp}} \) the risk estimates decrease. None of the sub-pools tends towards an increased risk. On contrary, they converge towards reassuring endpoints (\( OR = 0.8 \) and \( OR = 1 \), respectively).

The same was done with another surrogate of cumulated exposure, namely the (estimated) cumulated call time (CCT). For its calculation, three estimates are necessary, namely user’s estimates on their use time, their average number of calls and their average call time. Similar to CUY, the time trend exhibits no increased risk, however, again ORs increase towards the largest CCT value even to ORs of clearly increased risk (Figure 4). The quadratic regression coefficient amounts to 0.112. Again, interpretation needs some caution due to the fact that the same weight is given to all OR values irrespective their statistical power. Therefore, the data pool was again separated into two sub-pools with CCTs lower and higher than 500 h, respectively. Now, similar to CUY in dependence of \( N_{\text{exp}} \) the patterns of both sub-pools clarify the seeming long-term effect. Both patterns show the well-known decrease of ORs with increasing statistical power (\( N_{\text{exp}} \)). Again, none of the sub-pools tends towards an increased risk (Figure 5). Now, the seemingly increased risk at highest CCT as indicated by the time trend can be explained. It is caused by the high variance and some offset of ORs at low \( N_{\text{exp}} \) rather by a long-term effect.
Figure 1. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on glioma and mobile phone use over the associated number of exposed cases $N_{exp}$; data of the Swedish Hardell group (above) and results of all other studies (below); diamonds: Swedish Hardell studies, grey points: all other national studies; black points: interphone study.

Figure 2. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on glioma and mobile phone use (without SHG data) over the cumulated use time $t_{use}$; grey points: all other national studies; black points: interphone study.
Figure 3. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on glioma and mobile phone use (without SHG data) over the associated number of exposed cases \( N_{\text{exp}} \); use time larger than 10 years (above), use time larger lower than 5 years (below); grey points: all other national studies; black points: interphone study.

Figure 4. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on glioma and mobile phone use (without SHG data) over the cumulated call time \( t_{\text{call}} \); grey points: all other national studies; black points: interphone study.
Figure 5. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on glioma and mobile phone use (without SHG data) over the associated number of exposed cases $N_{\text{exp}}$ with cumulated call time larger than 500 h (above) and lower than 500 h (below); grey points: all other national studies; black points: interphone study.

The analysis of the third dose surrogate, the cumulated number of calls (CNC) as derived from questionnaires also confirmed the previous results (Figure 6). The time trend regression line stays in the reduced risk region at OR = 0.83 until about 8000 calls and increases to OR = 1 towards the highest number of calls. The check of the impact of low $N_{\text{exp}}$ was made with two sub-pools of high and low number of calls, namely with $N_{\text{call}} > 10,000$ and $N_{\text{call}} < 5000$, respectively. In agreement with the results of the other dose surrogates the patterns exhibited the well-known funnel-shaped data distribution with high OR variance at low $N_{\text{exp}}$ and again with a trend towards reduced risk both for results with high and low number of calls. Again, this does not indicate an increased risk of heavy and/or long-term users (Figure 7).

4. Discussion

It is interesting to note that reported risk estimates receive different public and scientific attention, depending on whether they indicate increased or decreased risk. This is of particular importance with mobile phone use and glioma, where the consistent OR values below 1 are readily interpreted as an effect of bias rather than an EMF effect just because protective effects were postulated as “implausible” while harmful effects seemingly are not. This is in spite of the fact that there are no established mechanisms for either assumption. Such a “plausibility bias” explains why for most dose estimates consistent results with ORs lower 1 indicating reduced risks gain little attention while the single OR above 1 for estimated “heavy” users dominates risk perception—in spite of the
Figure 6. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on glioma and mobile phone use (without SHG data) over the cumulated number of calls $N_{\text{call}}$: grey points: all other national studies; black points: interphone study.

Figure 7. Reported odds ratios (OR) of epidemiological case-control studies on glioma and mobile phone use (without SHG data) over the associated number of exposed cases $N_{\text{exp}}$ with cumulated numbers of calls larger than 10,000 (above) and lower than 5000 (below); grey points: all other national studies; black points: interphone study.
fact that it is most prone to uncertainties such as due to unreliable exposure assessment in the presence of technological changes over the years, unknown background exposure, inadequate and even implausible dose estimates, different recall bias of cases (or their proxis) and controls, in addition, there are biased selection of cases, biased participation rates, insufficient assessment of individual cancer-related confounders and different criteria used in studies for classifying exposure groups.

It is well known but needs to be repeated that risk estimates of epidemiological studies indicate just an association rather than a proof of causality. Whatever the OR value may be, whether there is a causal relationship needs to be proven in a second step. Consequently, ORs indicating a reduced glioma risk are not implausible by themselves. Not believing does not mean not existing. Therefore, analysis should be open for any outcome and likewise for ORs higher than and lower than 1. Risk estimates below 1 do not justify a priori negligence but may be explained also by other causes than methodological bias such as lifestyle, increased brain activity and, hence, cerebral blood flow during a call, yet unidentified co-factors—or others including potential subtle beneficial thermal EMF effects.

In spite of many ORs lower than 1 there is concern about a potential long-term risk. This concern is mainly driven by controversial results of the SHG versus all other national and international studies and further supported by the (relative) OR increase at suspected long-term and/or heavy users irrespective the fact that even in this case ORs may stay at or below 1, and irrespective the fact that long-term results suffer from the highest uncertainty and the highest probability of bias. So far, by opposing studies with different outcome (and conclusions) the question whether or not a long-term health risk exists could not be convincingly answered.

The new approach to synoptically look at all available data was triggered by the common habit of epidemiologists, to publish tables over tables with ORs (some papers report over 100 individual ORs) without discussing these results in detail. Frequently, this detailed information (which is welcome as such) remains ignored, even if it contains statistical significant results. Usually only one or few ORs are picked out of the published bulk of data (and/or the pool of unpublished results) and are presented as “the” result without any convincing rational for the particular selection. Even in reviews epidemiologic studies are characterized by only one (or few) “representative” OR. At the end, without convincing reasoning it is concluded whether there is a risk or not. In addition, this (common) kind of reviewing suffers from another major flaw: In concentrating on selected ORs from different studies, each of the study-representing ORs is given the same weight—in spite of different number of exposed cases and hence, different statistical power. It is no surprise that this necessarily leads to conclusions that may be challenged.

The new synoptic approach overcomes these deficiencies and accounts for the different reliability of calculated ORs. It allows bringing the various published ORs into perspective. It also makes it possible to clarify the seeming increase of OR with dose and identifying it as an effect of the low number of associated exposed cases. It is no surprise that heavy users are less numerous than average users and, consequently, with low Nexp the uncertainty of associated ORs is increased. It is not self-evident and important to note, that with increasing Nexp ORs tend towards a final endpoint, in particular indicating no or even reduced risk. It is interesting that data exhibit the same trend also at every dose surrogate irrespective their different reliability and different meaning for example, high number of calls can be accumulated by short-term intense use as well as long-term occasional use. The reliability of dose surrogates differs. On the one hand, CUY (cumulated use years) might be assessed with more reliability because it may be based on hard facts such as subscriber’s contracts (although this does not yet allow differentiating the intensity of use). On the other hand, CNC (cumulated number of calls) requires a guess about the average number of calls over many years while CCT (cumulated call time) needs a further guess about the average duration per call. The limited reliability of dose data is demonstrated by the existence of obvious implausible guesses (such as 12 h call time per day) as demonstrated in the Interphone study.

The synoptic approach and the use of every reported OR irrespective the quality of a study could be challenged by arguments such as:

- **Pooling studies with quite different methodology is not justified.** This argument ignores that the synoptic approach must not be confused with meta-analyses. While these have their merit on their own, the joint analysis of studies with the same design still stays with their methodological weaknesses and biases. In contrast, in the presence of a body of data a synoptic analysis is just what scientist do in a first step, namely, to get a general overview over the available evidence. In a second step, it allows checking consistency and whether the data patterns provide additional insight—or not. After decades of epidemiological studies and a meanwhile huge amount of available data, a “more of the same” strategy would hardly contribute to new insights.
The existent body of information allows already concluding that new studies with the same design adding some new data points to the pool of existent data will hardly change the overall image.

- **Pooling of ORs from studies with different methodology does not make sense.** In fact, the contrary is true. It allows concluding on the consistency of the data and identifying inconclusive results, if there are any. The benefit of the synoptic view could already been demonstrated very clearly [10] [11]. If all epidemiological studies were reliable, in spite of existing variance in the results, overall, the results should fit in a consistent pattern. It was surprising how clearly it was possible to identify the puzzling SHG cluster at first glance, which is just neither plausible by itself, nor plausible compared to all the other studies (Figure 1). Such a situation was not found in the ELF range after 36 years of epidemiological research [10].

- **Pooling ORs of different exposure scenarios and dose parameters is no valid approach.** This argument ignores, that of course sub-pooling can be done (and was done) also with data related to different scenarios, in addition to the overall pooled data (see Figures 2-7). In addition, the overall synoptic approach is very useful for testing the null hypothesis: If there is no causal relationship, different exposure scenarios or exposure metrics would not count and consequently, the related data would fit into a common and consistent pattern converging towards a final value. If not, the associated data patterns would differ in some way or another and convergence, if seen, may be towards a risk estimate unequal 1. In fact, with regard to glioma, the patterns confirm the null hypothesis: Even when data were analyzed separately and in dependence of dose, the resulting patterns still agreed fairly well.

- **Pooling of studies of different quality degrades the conclusions.** In fact, weighing the evidence by the quality of studies and excluding inadequate studies from analysis is a common and valuable approach in risk assessment. However, it suffers from the fact that it makes it necessary to justify the dismissal and acceptance of studies which may be challenged by stakeholders. In addition, selection may be prone to bias. This is demonstrated by the fact that different assessment groups such as ICNIRP and WHO versus the Bioinitiative group give quite different weight to the same studies. Therefore, exclusion of studies feeds the public controversy between “believers” and “non-believers” of mobile phone health risks. In contrast to this, the synoptic approach does not need selection and, hence does not need justifying any selection criterion. Even if single studies may not be accessible, this would not degrade the outcome in the presence of a sufficient data pool.

- **Not excluding dubious studies might impair the conclusion.** This argument does not hold, since few additional data points will hardly change the overall pattern. In addition, the quality criteria of research funds are such that the design of (expensive) large studies is reviewed very critically while small studies may not have been assessed at all but usually involve small numbers of cases and, hence report on ORs in an \(N_{\text{exp}}\) range with high variance and do not critically influence the synoptic analysis. Furthermore, outliers can easily be identified by their implausibility compared to the body of evidence. It must be noted that implausible ORs are not restricted to poor studies only. Even reputed studies may include some implausible ORs such as presented in Figure 1 with two OR outliers at \(N_{\text{exp}} = 140\).

- **Multiple papers of the same study generate disproportionate numbers of ORs and hence may degrade the outcome.** Fortunately, this argument does not hold. In fact, papers of the same basic data report on similar ORs. Consequently, such ORs overlap, hence, do not change the pattern. (Overlap is the reason why not all analyzed data points can be identified in the presented figures.) Results, that do not fit in the overall cluster can be identified and checked for consistency and plausibility (such as the SHG data, Figure 1).

The detailed analysis of the glioma data showed, that irrespective their inherent differences none of the various dose parameters did indicate an increased risk if the statistical power of ORs (indicated by \(N_{\text{exp}}\)) was taken into account. Furthermore, it allowed identifying an obvious bias in the SHG data and an their implausible distribution. However, it could be demonstrated that at the end with increasing \(N_{\text{exp}}\) even SHG data finally converge towards the same finding, namely lack of increased glioma risk.

Hopefully the clarification by synoptic analysis can contribute to a less emotional debate and the acceptance of the fact that overall, with regard to mobile phone and glioma risk the available evidence is reassuring rather than alarming.

5. Conclusions

This synoptic analysis of all available epidemiological data on mobile phone use and glioma risk allows the fol-
lowing conclusions:

Similar to the overall brain cancer results [26]-[28] glioma data allow identifying two quite different data pools, one reported from one single group only with alarming results however, with an implausible pattern and an obvious offset which indicates a methodological difference rather than a biological effect. Interestingly, with increasing statistical power even this data pool converges towards lack of increased risk.

The analysis of different dose-related parameters and the pattern of all pooled data do not support the assumption of a glioma risk of long-term and/or heavy mobile phone users.

With increasing statistical power the risk estimates converge towards a reduced health risk. However, in lack of a convincing EMF interaction mechanism the indication of a reduced health risk estimate does not justify concluding on a causal relationship with EMF and a beneficial effect either.

Apart from differences in detail, a look on all available data including SHG, IPS and ONS, consistently does not indicate an increased mobile phone glioma risk, neither short-term nor long-term. The available evidence is reassuring rather than alarming.
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